Donating to the Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation

The Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation, which holds many of Paul Brunton’s original works, the *Notebooks* and the full body of his unpublished works, has established three major ways that gifting can occur to ensure the perpetuity of bringing the vision of Paul Brunton and like minded philosophers into our world and to future generations.

**Illuminating the Ways** (Lighting up the path)
Unrestricted Annual Gifts to support the areas of the Foundation’s greatest needs
Gifts may include Honorary or Memorial gifts of any amount to recognize an individual and the donor’s shared commitment to the advancement of the Philosophic teachings.

**Radiating the Light** (Altruistic service gifts)
Dedicated Gifts/Pledges earmarked for specific projects, including:
- **Archival Fund** – Keyboarding all of PB’s writings into a usable searchable form and to ensure preservation.
- **Publishing, Republishing and Editing PB’s Books and Materials** – to reprint early books, to enable the printing of new material from the unpublished writings of Paul Brunton and to encourage the work of new authors so that the Ideas are kept alive and his vision continues into the future.
- **PBPF Book Gift Project** – Books are donated world-wide to spiritual study centers and libraries.
- **Prison Project Fund** – What is Karma is sent free to prisoners asking to receive his book; other books are sent when requested and as possible.
- **Website Project** - To keep this site updated with new material and user friendly features.
- **General Funds** - Sustaining the work of the foundation to radiate the ideas of PB and like minded philosophers into existing and new target audiences throughout the world

**Emanating the Light** (Flowing forth to future generations)
PBPF Future Funds (Dedicated or General Fund Gifts) to ensure the perpetuity of PBPF’s dissemination of the Philosophic Teachings worldwide
Named funds offer a meaningful opportunity to convey your most deeply held values. Such funds may be named to honor or memorialize one’s own life, a family member or a very special person such as a beloved teacher or they may be anonymous and unnamed.

~~~

“What is the greatest charity, the truest philanthropy?” PB asked. “It is so to enlighten a person that thereafter he or she will find within all the resources needed to manage life so as to bring the greatest happiness.” (*The Notebooks of Paul Brunton* 2.8.100)

Please indicate where you would like your donation to go:

$_____   Illuminating the Ways
$_____   Radiating the Light - General Funds
$_____   Radiating the Light - Archival Fund
$_____   Radiating the Light - Publishing, Republishing & Editing PB’s Books & Materials
$_____   Radiating the Light - PBPF Book Gift Project
$_____   Radiating the Light - Prison Project Fund
$_____   Radiating the Light - Website Project
$_____   Emanating the Light

**Donation Total = $_______**

Please make your check payable to the Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation, and send it with this form to:

Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation
4936 NYS Route 414
Burdett, New York 14818

Thank you for your donation!